Healthcare Staffing Agency Solutions
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Deliver the Highest Quality Talent
to Clients Who Demand Excellence.
■■ Powerful tools that help you place talent efficiently
	The API Healthcare Contingent Staffing Solution delivers powerful tools
that enable you to automate the process of placing contingent medical
professionals. With API Healthcare as your partner, you can maintain and
build positive customer relationships through superior customer service,
communication and processes.

■■ Competition is fierce, stay ahead with superior marketing tools
	The Contingent Staffing Solution includes features that help your team
manage their sales efforts. Task management functionality automates
planning, and communication templates ensure consistent marketing
messages. Flexible contract management and client structure tools allow you
to accommodate even the most complex clients with ease.

■■ Effective order management
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	The Contingent Staffing Solution makes entering and managing job orders easy.
Whether orders require multiple discipline staff or need data elements configured
to fit your workflow, our solution will help you manage it quickly and easily.

■■ Exceed client demands for excellence
	With hospitals placing greater importance on high performance standards, it is
critical that your employees are the most qualified. API Healthcare is a leader
in delivering enterprise level credential and compliance management. We give
your agency the power to set requirement standards at multiple levels and
ensure those standards are carried throughout the entire staffing process.

Healthcare Staffing Agency Solutions
■■ Broad online access to staffing and scheduling tools
	The Contingent Staffing Solution manages the entire process of staffing and
scheduling with robust technology that identifies when the most qualified
staff is available, validates credentials and client requirements, as well as
view employee and client calendars. Online access makes it easier for you to
get the information you need anytime from anywhere.

■■ Travel staffing simplified
	Everything your agency needs to manage the complicated process of
contract or travel staffing is provided in the Advanced Travel module. The
rate sheet calculator drives payroll and billing for assignment contracts. The
submissions manager helps you move employees through the submission
and placement process. We give you everything you need to book travel
assignments, and our reporting features deliver data that enables better
decisions that save time and money.

■■ Accurate payroll and billing is the cornerstone of every successful agency
	Multiple clients can mean multiple invoicing variances and flexible invoicing.
Consolidated billing, split-unit invoicing and offset billing capabilities will
help your agency manage it all. API Healthcare’s technology can integrate
with any third party payroll and accounting software, streamlining processes
and saving your payroll team precious time.

■■ Monitor productivity and profitability
	Reporting and analysis tools provide immediate visibility into valuable
business metrics and helps identify where changes are necessary.
Automated compliance tracking and credentialing at multiple levels such
as federal and state, or by hospital, unit and discipline. Measure the
productivity of your sales force and make adjustments that enable you to
close more business.
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Why choose the API
Healthcare Contingent
Staffing Solution?
• Full integration with the API
Healthcare Recruiting Solution
• Completely web-based and
exclusively for healthcare
•Robust functionality ensures the
sales team is using their time
effectively
• Easily view detailed job order
status, confirmations and
cancellations
• Credential management ensures
effective placement of qualified
staff
• Manage travel assignments,
extensions and headcount
• Accurate payroll and invoicing
• Seamless integration with third
party accounting and payroll
software
• Complete visibility into business
metrics that will help grow your
business

